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Nellie Lunn Working Group Meeting Notes June 7, 2019 

Tour of Nellie Lunn Park 

Attendance:  Administrator Dylinna Brock, Fred Cox, Karen Challinor, Counsellor Jay 
Morrison, Roxanne Lambert 

 

The group met at the Park at 9:30 am.  Fred offered to drive us into the park area on his 
ATV as he advised the pathway was very rough and wet.  It was a very warm day, and 
lots of blackflies and mosquitos out.   

Observations: 

• The parking area is small with enough room for 3 – 4 vehicles, hard packed 
sand.  

• Fred had placed some stones across the entrance pathway (Road Allowance), 
but it was easy to see how ATVer’s could go around these and access the 
walkway into the park, through the grass section to the left.   NOTED:  Additional 
large stones are needed to deter ATV access.  

• Fred has been cutting the grass in this area adjacent to the trail access and 
keeping it neat and clean. He has offered to continue doing this.  

• There is on small sign near the Ridge road, that indicates Nellie Lunn Nature 
Preserve, with pictures of skier, bicycle, hiker, binoculars. Has the Wollaston 
Crest  

• There is another sign that indicates the “Nellie Lunn Park Entrance, Please Stay 
On Marked Trail” with red arrows pointing into the access, sign also has 
Wollaston Crest .  Fred had put up an additional sign An x over pictures of 
motorcycles, ATV and Skidoo’s  

• The group discussed that improved signage is needed here, to outline the rules 
of the park, and perhaps note the history.  Better No motorized vehicle signs 
needed. And signage to indicate the private property, surrounding the entrance.  

• As we travelled along the southern Road Allowance it was noted the ground is 
very uneven and rough.  Karen noted that this was not the way she had 
accessed the park previously about 6 years ago when volunteers went in to 
make trails.  They had gone in through the roadway which is the private road 
belonging to Fred Cox.   

• There is a swampy area that is approximately 100 feet long by 30 feet wide.  The 
water was approximately a foot and a half deep.  There was a wooden walkway 
around this wet area, that is not in good repair.  Counsellor Morrison reported his 
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foot went through the boards in several places.  Fred reported that this area 
never dries up. 

• There are several very steep hills. 
• There was one directional sign that pointed to the left indicating the 90 degree 

turn to go along the remaining 50-acre Road Allowance.   
• This section of the Road Allowance is also very rough, and hilly.  There is 

another steep valley that is another swamp area in the low area. This area is a 
natural wetland and does not dry up.  There are a few arrow signs here, marking 
the way around the wet area.  
 

• At the end of this Road Allowance you come upon the Private Road that comes 
from Fred’s property and then leads into Nellie Lunn Park. This private road is to 
allow residents of Urbach Lake access to their property, adjacent to the Park.  
There is a sign directing to follow this.  There should be a sign here noting this is 
the Nellie Lunn Park, and private property signs are needed. 
 

• The trail area that Karen worked on with volunteers about six years ago has 
grown in and is not signed.  It is very difficult to see.   
 

• There is a blue sign that directs to the left off the private road and is the “blue 
trail”.  This leads to the lake but doesn’t indicate this way to the lake or the 
washroom. 
 

• A large section of this blue trail goes through wetlands. There are several lengths 
of Boardwalk, the trees have grown over making it difficult at times to see the 
boards.  The Boardwalk is about three feet wide, if you fall off you would be in a 
water as it is a swampy area.   
 

• There is an outhouse that is in fairly good repair, although the pathway leading to 
it is overgrown and not marked.  It is situated in a low-lying area, about 40 metres 
from the lake, and perhaps this might be cause for concern.  It would need some 
minor repairs.  
 

• There is a pathway that leads to the lake.  This area would not be suitable for 
swimming.   
 

• There are two fire pits.  Both need to be removed as they are surrounded by 
overhanging trees. There was a frying pan beside the fire pit.  There were two 
empty glass liquor bottles and a beer can.  Fred picked these up to take them out 
of the park area.  
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• It should be noted that the bugs were swarming around, making it very 
unpleasant to walk through.   
 

• After walking out of the blue trail and back to the private road, we continued to 
follow it in the direction leading to the private homeowners’ properties.  This area 
should be clearly marked as private property so that individual’s in the park do 
not trespass.  There is a small clearing to the right of the private road, and Fred 
noted this has markers, identifying the end of the Nellie Lunn Property.   
 

• Other than the blue trail, there are no other trails.  
 

• Fred drove us out along the private road that runs through his property.  He 
reports many people come out of the park this way. After seeing how challenging 
it is to access the park it is not surprising that people follow the private road out.   
 

• In the parking lot, we discussed some options for promoting the park.  We are 
concerned about the park being opened during hunting season. And with the 
potential costs to maintain the boardwalks.   
 

• Fred reported that many people snowshoed through the park this past winter. 
Roxanne noted she had heard that the Rec Committee had purchased several 
sets of snowshoes.    We discussed the possibility of promoting the park as a 
snowshoeing attraction.  Perhaps snowshoes could be rented out from the Waste 
site on a Friday and returned on a Sunday?  Or available for free provided a 
deposit was required?   
 

• The park would then be open from mid December to the mid March, provided 
there was snow.  A bench could be installed at the entrance so people could sit 
down to put on their snowshoes.  This would remove the need to maintain the 
boardwalks, provided there was signage that avoided the low-lying wetlands.   
 

• ACTION:  Roxanne will draft up a proposal for the working group to review and 
then perhaps present a recommendation to Council.   
 

• It is hoped that recreational information might come forward from the Township 
Survey regarding the pavilion area.  The Working Group will meet once the 
survey data is available, later in August.   
 
 

 


